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TRUST R ACKSPACE
 • A leader in the 2018 Gartner Magic Quadrant 

for Public Cloud Infrastructure Managed Service 
Providers, Worldwide

 • 3,000+ cloud experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of the
Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 150+ countries

 - Appropriate virtual networks and subnets

 - On-premises connectivity via site-to-site VPN or ExpressRoute

 - Implementation of a security model that can be expanded upon to cater to all of your identity 
and security requirements

 - Deployment of native Microsoft Azure monitoring and backup tools to ensure that your systems 
fully support post-migration

Migration Execution: Once a clear roadmap to the cloud has been developed, we utilize 
Microsoft’s Azure Site Recovery and native application tooling to enable the migration of your 
systems into the Azure Foundation. These tools will not only enable the migration of the physical 
and virtual machines to Azure, but also align them with Azure IaaS best practices where possible. 
These best practices will ensure that the highest Azure service levels available are applied to 
your systems post-migration. And the Rackspace services team will continue to alert you to 
opportunities to use additional Azure tooling and services. 

R ACKSPACE MANAGED 
A ZURE MIGR ATION
Enterprise-ready, repeatable physical and virtual machine migrations 
to Microsoft Azure.

Migrating existing infrastructure to cloud is fraught with challenges and pitfalls. If your company 
is struggling to develop a cloud migration strategy, we can help. Let our team of Microsoft® 
Azure® domain experts make your migration a success. 

WHY R ACKSPACE FOR MANAGED A ZURE MIGR ATIONS?

The Rackspace Managed Azure Migration program reduces the likelihood of errors and failures 
by applying a globally developed migration approach that uses Microsoft Azure tooling to give 
you the best outcome possible. Rackspace blends technology and human expertise to meet best-
practice design standards, improve security through ongoing architectural and procedural 
guidance, and provide a 24x7x365 team of Microsoft-certified experts to monitor, alert and 
respond to any issues that may arise.

KEY BENEFITS

The biggest benefit of Managed Azure Migrations at Rackspace is in the process. We use the 
following approach to manage the migration process: 

Full Assessment: Your current environment is the starting point for any Azure migration. We 
leverage infrastructure discovery and assessment tooling from Microsoft and our partner 
Cloudamize. These tools allow for a full inventory of your current systems, the development of 
dependency maps showing how your systems are interconnected, the creation of migration plans 
and, where required, inputs into a business case to support a Microsoft Azure migration.

Azure Design Service: Rackspace will develop an appropriate Azure Foundational infrastructure 
for your systems. Azure Foundations consist of the key building blocks of an Azure environment; 
these blocks include:
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E XPERTISE

Gain access to technical expertise and offload the complexities of Azure migrations.  
Our Microsoft expertise includes:

 • Five-time Microsoft Hosting Partner of the Year

 • 750+ Microsoft Azure certifications worldwide 

 • #1 in hosted Microsoft SharePoint® deployments

 • Over 30,000 SQL instances under management

 • Over 500,000 seats of Microsoft Exchange

 • 85% of all hosted SharePoint licensing

SERVICE

We deliver Fanatical Support® for the world’s leading clouds – it’s the specialized expertise and 
24x7x365, results-obsessed customer service that’s been a part of our DNA since 1999. Here are 
a few other ways we provide service:

 • Industry-leading SLAs and 100% Network Uptime Guarantee

 • Unrivaled portfolio across apps, data, security and infrastructure

 • Independent security audits and certifications (e.g., ISO, SOC, PCI, FISMA)


